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• Cognitive biases can affect interpretation of numbers presented in data visualisations (Correll et al., 2020; Zacks & Tversky, 1999) 
• We investigated whether judgements of magnitude are influenced by the framing of values. 
• To manipulate the framing, we modified the upper bounds of axes and colour legends.
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• In both bar charts and choropleth maps, inferences about presented values’ magnitudes are influenced by the 
upper bound of the y-axis and the colour legend, respectively.  

• Data points’ proximity to the upper bound increases impressions of their magnitude. 

• This provides evidence for a framing effect in data visualisation, where the range of values accompanying plotted 
data provides a source of context which informs viewers’ judgements.
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• 150 participants (from prolific.co) 
• 32 experimental trials (within-participants) 
• Task: read description, view chart, rate magnitude on a visual analogue 

scale: 
"How [successful] were the [manufacturing methods]?” 

Very [unsuccessful]                       Very [successful]

• 100 participants (from prolific.co) 
• 48 experimental trials (within-participants) 
• Task: rate urgency of addressing pollution levels on a visual analogue 

scale: 
“How urgently should pollution levels in these regions be addressed?” 

Not very urgently                       Very urgently

•Linear mixed model analysis (lme4 package in R) 
•Comparison of conditions - ANOVA: χ2(1) = 225.41, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.90 

•Linear mixed model analysis (lme4 package in R) 
•Comparison of conditions - ANOVA: χ2(1) = 37.67, p < .001, ηp2  = 0.22

• Does knowledge of a denominator determine how much an upper bound influences magnitude judgements? 
• A smaller effect was observed when a denominator was supplied (bar charts ✔ vs. choropleth maps ✖). 
• How can this be tested experimentally without priming effects: influence of prior exposure to denominator(s)?
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